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Linville stars
in UAO event
by Deborah Schmook
managing editor

In high school, Larry Linville
played the innkeeper in a
Christmas story drama for his
first role. According to Linville,
the play ended up being the
wildest comedy they ever had
there.
"How dare they come to my
inn without money," mimicked
Linville, in a typical Major
Frank Burns characterization
from the M'A'S'H television
series.
Linville, 45, who is best known
for his portrayal of Burns on the
award-winning show, spoke in
Kobacker Hall last night as part
of the University Activity Organization's M'A'S'H week.
"Yes, I'm Just like Frank,
Burns. You may call me FerretFace if you wish," said Linville.
amidst laughter from the crowd
of more than 500 people. His
maniacal laugh joined them.
"Was Loretta Swit a good kisser?" asked a student from the
audience."Yeah," said Linville,
"but then again. I don't know
what you're used to."
UNVTLLE STUDIED aeronautical engineering for two
years at the University of Colo-

rado before turning to acting.
His dream of flying jets for the
military was shattered when it
was determined he was colorblind. In 1959, he applied to the
Royal Academy of Dramatic
Arts in London and was one of
five Americans whose applications were accepted.
"In the beginning I was erratic; when I nit it, f was hysterical, when I didn't I was awful.
Comedy doesn't come natural,"
he said. "It calls for technique,
approach, and tremendous precision in its delivery."
Linville appeared on
M'A'S'H from its initial episode
on Sept. 17, 1972, through the
1977 season. He does not socialize with members of the
M'A'S'H cast anymore. "I always move forward," he said.
His favorite scene on the show
was the one depicting home
movies of Frank's wedding.
"That was the only experience I
had that was a silent movie."
Linville said. "It was shot without sound all together. It was
wonderful."
His newest role is on ABC's
"Paper Dolls" series. Linville
Silays the serious role of a fashon magazine critic who also is a
psychopath.

BG News'Phil Masturzo

Larry Linville

Student turnout low for ACGFA election
by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter

Thursday's election for the at-large
representatives to the Advisory Committee for General Fee Allocation
(ACGFA) proved to be similar to the
USG elections earlier this semester characterized by low voter turnout.
Five at-large seats were up for grabs
with four of them being for undergraduates and one for a graduate student.
Only 191 students cast ballots for the
13 undergraduate candidates while 12

voted for the lone graduate candidate.
Winning the undergraduate seats
were Thomas Gallagher, Daniel
DeAngelis, Sarah Moore and Leslie
James. The graduate representative is
Dean Breseiani.
Bob Arrowsmith, assistant vice president for Student Affairs, said the low
voter turnout was not due to a lack of
advertising but rather to student apathy.
''It (voting in ACGFA elections) is
not high on a lot of people's agendas,"

Arrowsmith said. "Historically you
will find in this particular election that
there is not a large voter turnout for
undergraduates or graduates."
Arrowsmith said he had concerns
about the election process. He said
ACGFA puts forth a lot of effort for the
elections and "the effort is not justified
by the results."
Arrowsmith said these newly elected
members make up part of the 17-member ACGFA committee. Fifteen of the
members are students.
He said they will begin work in

January when the committee has an
orientatation and organizational meeting. He said during mis time the committee members will discuss ACGFA
procedures, funding criteria and other
necessary elements of the allocation
process.
Arrowsmith said about three weeks
will elapse after that meeting until the
committee goes through any budget
hearings. He added ACGFA only allocates the part of the general fee budget
that goes to student organizations.

Heart recipient
feels stronger
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
perky William Schroeder, his
condition upgraded from critical
to serious a week after receiving
a mechanical heart, told his
surgeon in an interview televised yesterday that he felt "like
I've got 10 years to go."
"There's just no explanation
other than it's fantastic." Schroeder, 52, said in an interview
with Dr. William DeVries, who
implanted the Jarvik-7 artificial
heart. "It's iust a-pumping like
everything.'
He compared its sound to the
clicking of "an old-time threshing machine" used in harvesting
grain.
"I can breathe; I can breathe
so normally," Schroeder said.
"When I came in here (Nov. II),
I had about 40 days to live and I
knew that I was getting weaker
and weaker and weaker. Since
this operation, I feel like I've got
10 years to go right now."
Schroeders 10-minute conversation with DeVries was videotaped at the Humana Heart
Institute on Sunday night, one
week after Schroeder became
the second human recipient of a
permanent, artificial heart.
SCHROEDER WAS regaining
his appetite but still eating soft
food, said Dr. Allan Lansing, the
institute's chairman and medical director.
Lansing said the medical
team was approaching another
major step in the experiment.
Schroeder s mechanical heart
makes him uniquely suited for
tests of drugs that affect the
circulatory system.

Although a list of possible
complications from such major
surgery as Schroeder underwent
"would fill pages and pages."
doctors were especially watching for signs of infection or blood
clots ana none had appeared,
Lansing said.
In his conversation with DeVries, Schroeder said the artificial heart felt "just like a
threshing machine, an old-time
threshing machine" used in
grain harvesting.
Robert Irvine, a spokesman
for Humana Inc., said Schroeder
was referring to the "clickclickclick" the machines made.
Schroeder also said he hoped
one day to return to a normal
lifestyle, going fishing and
watching ballgames, thanks to
the mobility he will be afforded
by an 11-pound, battery-operated portable drive system. The
mobility of the first recipient of
a permanent artificial heart,
Barney Clark, was limited because the air tubes powering his
heart were connected to a drive
system weighing several hundred pounds.
"MY GOALS ARE just to be
the same way I was when I was
40."
i Schroeder spent three hours
on the portable pump Sunday,
the second anniversary of
Clark's heart implant.
Lansing said Schroeder should
be able to walk through the
hospital's corridors in a week or
two, but "there are two other
things we have to work on - his
nutrition and his strength."

BG News/Susan Crow

Fatherly help

Lisa Lopez, 12, gels help from her father, Trinidad Lopez, both of Toledo, with the hairpins holding her
hair up for Saturday's International Festival. Lopez appeared with El Ballet Folklorico de Toledo , which
performed traditional folk dances including the Mexican Hat Dance.
4
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'Council'
finds city
smooth
by Ellen Zimmerli
staff reporter

The mayor announced yesterday at a city council meeting
that the city was running more
smoothly than expected and a
$350,000 budget surplus exists.
Unfortunately, the meeting
was a simulation with student
participants, not real council
members.
The city council simulation,
sponsored by Interfraternity
and Panhellenic councils, presented the budget surplus and
listened to proposed ordinances
from Robert Quinn, the police
chief, and other council members on how to spend the money.
Quinn proposed buying more
used cars for police use. As a
real-life officer for Huron, he
said he did research on the topic
including a meeting with Galen
Ash, Bowling Green's police
chief. It passed by a 4-2 vote.
Other proposals that passed
included authorization to enter
into a contract to find an outside
firm for road repairs. Another
proposal passed unanimously
For an asphalt walkway-bike
Kth on the south side of Napoin Road because of increased
pedestrian use.
A PROPOSAL to purchase St.
Johns Woods, adjacent to Wintergarden Park, was tabled until
the council could gather more
information on the topic.
After hearing and voting on all
proposals, the council decided to
carry over the remaining $195,000 surplus to next years general fund.
The only real councilperson
present at the simulation, David
Elsass, said he was impressed
with the realistic representation
of several of the issues.
"I think they did their homework and procedurally did a
good job," Elsass said.
He said if the council president had called for a lobby, he
would have played the role of a
citizen, which often happens at
meetings.
Ralph Bangs, urban management professor, said it would be
helpful to have citizen input on
resolutions and proposals considered because it would be
more realistic. He added it was
a positive development for the
campus and was good to have
the cooperation of the city government.
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-EditorialGrads mistreated
Are students who graduate from the University
In August and December somehow less qualified or deserving students than May graduates?
That is the message the University is sending by
taking on speakers for these ceremonies who are
not nationally recognized.
Some seem to believe May graduation deserves a
bigger-name speaker because more students graduate then. Granted, although 1,707 students received bachelor's degrees from the University in
May, 560 undergraduates graduated in August and
about 650 are expected to graduate Dec. 22.
However, students who graduate in August and
December often either have worked exceptionally
hard to be able to graduate early or have put in
extra terms past their' original graduation date.
The latter are especially being penalized this year
because some December graduates had to stay at
the University longer due to semester conversion in
1982.
We respect Dr. William Hoskins because he did
teach at the University for 20 years. However, the
problem arises when the commencement speaker
is someone a University student could hear any day
of his college career.
Who decides that May graduates deserve such
people as Steve Bell, Ann Liebowitz and Erma
Bombeck?
It was bad enough that in 1981, the Board of
Trustees wanted to eliminate the August and December commencement ceremonies and ask all
graduates then to return to the University in May
for that commencement.
The University doesn't have the same respect for
its August and December graduates as it does for
its May graduates. It's unfortunate because those
graduates have offered just as much to the University.

Reagan
military balance
by Kurt J. Hardln
One of the major problems of
formulating a foreign policy
concerning the Soviet Union is
an understanding of the Soviets.
Included in the differing views
of the Soviet Union is one which
claims that the Soviets are sim61y acting in response to the
nited States' actions. Yet this
idea is quite hard to fathom,
given the fact that the Soviet
build-up remained steady, even
during times of relaxed military
spending in the United States. It
was during this time that Henry
Kissinger warned the United
States: "Rarely in history has a
nation so passively accepted
such a radical change in the
military balance." Ronald Reagan, upon entering the White
House, took heed of these words,
and set out to regain the balance. But surely, a mere return
to the balance is not enough - a
comprehensive understanding
of the Soviet Union must accompany the balance. For they are
not like us. In the Hoover Institute's latest book, "To Promote
Peace," Robert Conquest, an
expert and author on several
books concerning the Soviet
Union, offers an important understanding of Soviet foreign
policy which should be brought
forth.
Conquest divides the Soviet
Elicy into four basic philosophil beliefs: The first is a
method of viewing the world.
This view is best expressed in
the words of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn: "The primitive refusal
to compromise is elevated into a
theoretical priniciple and is regarded as the pinnacle of orthodoxy." The Soviets believe that
a perfect order has been conceived, and will "prevail" in the
future.
The Soviets also believe that
political leaders are above all
others in Soviet society. Conquest claims that Soviet political
leaders feel that they reside on a
■THE BG

plane above the rest. Their ideas
and the final ones - no dissent
there.
The third belief is an extension of Lenin's Kto-Kogo?, or
who-whom? concept. This is an
explanation of progression in
politics, power and the world.
The progression can only be
achieved through conflict - also
a Marxist belief. There is a
winner and loser in all struggles
- the winner progresses and the
loser does not.
Finally, the Soviets believe i
that their conceptualization of '
communism is the only viable .
one. Any deviation is unacceptable, whether it be Chinese communism or American
capitalism. Conquest describes
the Soviet view that these other
forms "should be destroyed
when tactically convenient.
If you look closely at these
four beliefs you can see that they
are a representation of strong
nationalism - save the destruction of deviating forms of government. After all, we believe
that democracy is better than
communism, or socialism for
that matter. The difference -and
it is a vast one - is the treatment
of dissenting views. In the
United States, the essence of our
beliefs is the tolerance -and
even consideration of dissenting
vies. Without this, we are, indeed, just like the Soviets. And
that must be remembered.
With a consideration of the
Soviet view of the world, all is
not lost - far from it. There'is
still hope for a settlement of
differences. There is still hope
for negotiations. For refusal to
negotiate, on either side, is an
excercise in silliness - with
treacherous consequences. Yet
negotiation without understandor concessions without
i in the silliest of all acts.

"She's outgrown her position"

Kirkpatrick changed the U.N.
by George F. Will
On a wall in the lobby of the
U.S. Mission to the United Nations are listed, in silvery metal
type, the names of the 16 persons, beginning with Edward
Stettinius, who have served as
head of the mission since the
United Nations was born in 1945.
The two leaders in length of
service are Henry Cabot Lodge
and Adlai Stevenson, both of
whom served before the transformation of the United Nations,
in the mid-Sixties, into a radical,
lawless, anti-American institution dominated by a Third World
rabble.
The person third in length of
service is the current ambassador. Nowhere is "the Reagan
difference" in public life more
dramtically illustrated than in
the sequence of the last three
names on the list on the wall:
Andrew Young
Donald McHenry
Jeane Kirkpatrick
Because ot her, the United
Nations, although still dreadful,
has changed for the better. The
drumbeat of anti-Israel diatribes has abated somewhat.
What she has done could only
have been done by someone who
must stiffen her. sinews and
summon her blood just to go to
work day after day at such a
dreary place. (When I recently
made an appointment to meet
her at her office, I asked the
address. She paused, thinking,
then said that such has been her
reluctance to identify with the
place, she hasnever learned the
address.)
Her duties involve physical
as well as mental wear-andtear. There is the oppressive
need to socialize with and acknowledge the pretenses of representatives of ISO or so nations,
demi-nations, semi-nations and
political conspiracies masquerading as nations. Furthermore,
in the politics of poliovmaking at
the highest levels of the executive branch, proximity to the
President is, if not everything,
an awful lot. To maintain that
proximity, Kirkpatrick usually
makes at least three trips to
Washington each week.
She could become what Ed
Meese, the next attorney general, has been -counselor to the
President. That would certainly
solve the proximity problem. An
office in the West Wing of the
White House gives the occupant
an enormous advantage in
Washington's more-proximate-

Letters
CISG clarifies
weather policy

Recently there have been
questions raised concerning the
Severe Weather Policy. We feel
clarification is necessary at this
time.
The Severe Weather Policy
was established in response to
the concerns of commuter students who must drive to the
University. In the past, these
students were often unable to
attend classes due to hazardous
road conditions. Many times instructors and professors did not
accept this as a valid excuse for
missing classes and did not permit them to make up tests or
assignments.
In order to eliminate this
problem, the Severe Weather
Policy was established. The policy reads as follows:
CLASS ATTENDANCE POLICY FOR WEATHER EMERGENCIES
If in the case of severe
weather an official agency, such
as the State Highway Patrol,
reports that hazardous driving
conditions exist and that travel
is not advised, then students who
must commute to Bowling
Kurt J. Harden is chairman Green will be excused from
of the Stockman Society In Bowl- classes without penalty. Upon
return to each affected class, the
ing Green.
student should inform the Faculty members of his or her inNEWSability to travel due to
W«a EdKor
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hazardous driving conditions.
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than-thou competition.
But proximity is only a necessary, not a sufficient, condition for effectiveness. Proximity
without a responsibility avails
little. A critic without portfolio is
an obnoxious bystander.
A recurring theme in Churchill's six-volume history of the
Second World War is the inherent weakness and frustrations of
any office that does not involve
direct responsibility for the operations of an agency. Unless
you have a right to participate in
the flow of the papers that make
up the policymaking process,
you are reduced, in Churchill's
words, to "an exalted brooding
over the work of others." Or, as
an aphorist (H. Kissinger) puts
the point, "Never take a job that
has no 'in' box."

Two jobs commensurate with
Kirkpatrick's capacities - secretary of state and national security adviser to the President are occupied, for now. No friend
would wish for her an unnecessary minute in the U.N. swamp.
But no friend of the nation can
equablv contemplate her departure from high policy councils,
for reasons I shall enumerate in
my next column.
When at last she lays down the
U.N. burden, there are excellent
persons to replace her -Leonard
Garment, Frank Shakespeare,
Max Kampelman.- (Kampelman, like Kirkpatrick, is a
Scoop Jackson Democrat.) On
the other hand, she may find her
burden more bearable when she
hears the rumors that Sen.
Charles Percy, just defeated, is

a candidate for her job. For the
foreseeable future, she should
stay where she is, comforted by
the fact that not much of the
future is foreseeable.
It has been said that "talent is
a long patience." That is, talent
is not a gift; it is the result of
slow, disciplined refinement of
gifts. Kirkpatrick's talents are
manifold and manifest. She
unites thought and action, theory and practice, better than
anyone in government in this
generation. She surely knows
that patience, too, is a talent. It
is central to politics, where circumstances must ripen.
George F.Will is a writer for
the Washington Post Writers
Group.

*I AM "TVIE GHOST OFCAMPWGM OfcST"...*

Dennis Vicchiarelli
USG Academic Affairs Coordinator
Nancy A. Castelli
USG Academic Affairs Committee Chair

Student-Americans
victims of letter
Subject: This letter is submitted for print in response to a
letter that appeared in the November 14th edition of the BG
News, entitled "Madman Ron
belongs in the Oval Office."
It's too bad BGSU students
are victims to insulting letters to
Hie BG News. It certainly bothers me to read the News and find
out my fellow Americans are
cailing us "a herd of mediaoriented idiots whose only interest is in themselves." Someone
really knows how to promote
patriotism and a feeling of goodwill among the citizens of this
country.
I know who I voted for in the
presidential election, and I
thank God it had nothing to do
with the media. As for the rich
and the racists, the warmongers
and the young electing a madman back to office, I think you
should take another look at the
election returns and give credit
to all the other social groups who
elected Mr. Reagan for another
term, as leader of the Free
World.
I'm not rich (that's pretty
hard when you have a zero income! ) or a racist. I'm certainly
not a warmonger, I've been
against every war this country
has declared in the past four
years - all zero of them! As for
the young, it seems to me that
the majority of my peers agreed
with my choice of Presidents.
Toe wave of "narrow-minded
conservatism" you spoke of has
already passed through and
crushed your dam of opposition.
Let's Just say that it's time to
continue to clean up the government mess left by "openminded," big-budget liberals!
I feel confident m saying that
everyone at Bowling Green
State University - and nation-

wide - are sick and tired of
campaign rhetoric and ridiculous editorials. As for you, Mr.
Mahoney, put your pen down
and actually do something about
your grievances instead of insulting Americans and classmates! You have the innate
right to express your opinion
towards our leadership - but
when you criticize Americans
you condemn yourself, for you
my friend, are an American
also. None of us are mediaoriented idiots, but there is a
small minority in this country of
uneducated sore losers!
Steve Lewis

Lab animals are
made for research
In regard to Pat Slade's editorial "Baboon's life an ignored
factor," (Nov. 13); it seems to
us that she is quite ignorant on
the subject of medical research.
Obviously she does not realize
how much better off we all are
because of research done with
animals. We would also like to
point out that the majority of
these animals are raised solely
for the purpose of laboratory
research.
Animals have always been
used in testing food and drugs
before subjecting them to humans. Would you rather they
just put them on the market so
that you can become the "human guinea pig?"
Baby Faels not as you say a
"human guinea pig." She is a
human being fighting for the
chance to live or live longer.
How can one compare the value
of a human life to that of an
animal? Would you like to be the
one to tell Baby Fae's parents
that her operation is a "waste of
money?"
If you were Baby Fae, where
would you be today if your parent's held your attitudes? Probably some baboon would be
swinging on a tree and you
would not have been around to
write your editorial.
Kay Black
Lori Lavtniki
Debbie Steffens
Halle Wuchter
211 Mercer Rd. #43D

A poetic answer
to student apathy
Nov. 2 Students Against Nuclear Suicide held a rally behind
the Union at which various students, staff, and people from the
community spoke, sang and
acted.
The apathy here is incredible!
My high school would have bad a
bigger turn out! Because of this,
I have decided to share a poem
with you that might lust make
you think, get involved, and
fight for what you believe in.
Today it is in your power
To repeal the laws
That nave governed all past
time
And to alter the Destiny
Of the Universe.
Today the very order of the
stars
Is at your mercy.
And all that has been and is
Waits to see what you will do..
You have placed today in
jeopardy,
And the vision of Tomorrow
Abides in the color of your
eye,
And the words of Tomorrow
Lingers on the curve of your
lips,
And what might be
And should be,
Because of you,
Can be!
It has fallen on you.
And nothing that you say or do
Shall be said or done in vain.
One way or the other
You are going to make a difference,
And all that is yet to be
Shall be better or worse
Because of you.
In you is light and energy

sU

To "be Tomorrow's Sun.
Tomorrow new birds might

L.I fresh flowers grow

Because of you.
Because of you
Beauty and Truth and Goodness
May yet prevail.
It has fallen on you Thomas Pollock
Cheryl Habbard
4*1 Mae North
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Student shares stage

Larry "Bud" 'toasts' BG
by Carolyn Van Schalk
editor

After one postponement and
weeks of waiting, Calvert DeForest as Larry "Bud" Melman
and Chet Cunningham as "Bud's
Buddy" performed Sunday
night for a crowd in the Union's
Grand Ballroom.
As the lights, went down and
the crowd of about 800 people
cheered, Cunningham, a junior
performing arts major, started
''Coin' thru the Motions."
Cunningham was chosen by
members of the University Activities Organization to be
"Bud's Buddy" for the Larry
"Bud" performance.
But during his performance,
which included an impression of
Eddie Murphy imitating Stevie
Wonder, an imitation of singer
Joe Cocker and some mime and
dance, the crowd grew anxious
to see Larry "Bud.'
After a brief intermission, the
lights went down and a film,

"The Life Story of Larry 'Bud'
Melman" appeared on a large
video screen.
The film, anchored by comedian Joe Piscopo, took a fictitious look at the entertainer's
life. Performers such as Doc
Sevrinsen and Joan Rivers
hailed Melman as a genius and a
legend during the short documentary.
BUT THE crowd still grew
antsy to see Larry "Bud. Finally, two women dressed in
sequined red dresses - the Melmanettes - arrived onstage and
introduced him.
Melman climbed onstage
dressed in a graduation cap and
gown and told members of the
audience he was "Professor
Larry" and he would be teachingclass for the evening.
The audience cheered as the
63-year-old Melman offered to
breakdance, perform on the parallel bars and swallow swords.
Melman peppered his 23-minute performance with one-line
jokes.

"Did you know the word 'gullible' is not in the dictonary," he
said, quickly adding "just kidding." as he leaned backward
and bellowed his famous laugh.
And, Melman told the audience how he maintains his
"beautiful strong-man physique" - Mr. Larry's StrongMan Shake.
The shake consists of two teaspoons of Fluff marshmallow
creme, one squirt of Cheez Whiz,
some Mr. T. Cereal, one Barney
Rubble Flinstone vitamin and
one shot of Larry's Secret Sauce
(a long pour of Jack Daniels
Kentucky bourbon whiskey).
The former bus driver Melman's only flaw was a mix-up in
his cue cards that left him uncertain of what he should do
next.
But, back on track, Melman
sent the audience scrambling as
he threw pieces of regular and
raisin Toast-on-a-Stick as well
as his latest invention - Beer-ona-Stick.

Hearing held in alleged assault
m

New raisin toast

N<wsu«,n cro«

Calvert DeForest, famous for his role as Larry "Bud" Melman on Late Night with David Letterman, appeared
in the Grand Ballroom Sunday night. Melman Introduced a new line of "on-a-stick" items including raisin
toast-on-a-stick. and beer-on a stick.

An on-campus personnel hearing was held Thursday, Nov. 29,
to determine if University Public Safety/Police Set. Kenneth
Mercer is to keep his position,
according to Cliff Boutelle, di-

rector of University Public Relations.
Mercer allegedly assaulted a
University coed Wednesday,
Nov. 14. No charges have been
filed in relation to the incident.

Boutelle said Richard
Rehmer, University Director of
Personnel Support Services,
must decide whether or not to
relieve Mercer of his duties
within 10 days of the hearing.

r —......................^
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Perms, Cuts, Manicures &
Sculptured Nails with Annette

181 (B) S. Main
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Thru Doc. 21 with this coupon

WE'RE GOING SKIING AT
STEAMBOAT (January 5-13)
Deb Hubbard
Chris Hunt
Robert Irani
Alberto Iturbi
Craig Jefferies
Patrick Jillek
Karen Kelley
David E. Kent
Chris Knor
Brian Labine
Kim Leeson
Steven Ludwig
Brian Marlatt
Connie Martin
Phillip Martin
Sara Myers
Aied Nabulsi
Naser Nabulsi
Barb Newman
Michal Nofal
Lynn Odegaard
Robert Osentoski
Niki Oulas
Charles Penn
Kate Penn
Lori Perrin
Sue Ann Phillippbar
Phil Pickett
Kim Pohlman
Steven Polvere

FREE Six Pack of Like
with any 14" or Larger Pizza

352-4101
or 352-4143
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WHY NOT JOIN US?

1 coupon per order

10% OFF "Your choice of

HPER

Doug Amos
Eric Auciello
Lori Babcock
Samantha Bartos
David Beck
Tammi Berry
Mary Kay Brannen
Lidwyn Brokx
Troy Brown
Robin Byczynski
Patrick Calan
Larry Cameron
Steve Collins
Dan Connor
- John Constantino
Martin Crombie
Anne David
Patrick Dignan
Trip Eagleson
Lorri Elliot
Amro Fawzy
Ronda Federico
Cindy L. Gonzalez
Tim Green
Michael Grimm
Richard Gum
Jeff Harbaugh
David Harris
Pom Hess
William Hinds

Delivery ONLY

Hair, Skin, and Nail designers

Susan Preston
Rob Reed
Tony Repka
Tracey Rhode
Sonya Roether
Mary Samar
Jeff Schaller
Tom Schnieder
Antoine Seferian
Karen Seitz
Ron Selvaggio
Terri J. Smith
Todd Smith
Pat Spittel
Lisa Sullivan
Craig Summers
Tracey Summers
Brian Swope
William Taylor
Victor VanBeystervelot
Jennifer Vandenberg
Tom Wagoner
David Warner
Kirk Weaver
David M. Welsh
Stewart West
Kirk Willburger
Wayne Wilson
Mary Jane Zweber

For Information Call-Bob Conibear 372-2876
or Margaret Bobb 372-2876

Applications are now being
accepted for
EDITORIAL STAFF POSITIONS
of

THEBCLNEWS
for
SPRING SEMESTER 1985
Applications Available:
106 University Hall

ONE DAY SPECIAL

Leg
Warmers

Deadline: Thursday
December'6, NOON.

TUESDAY
ONLY

All Leg
Warmers
•lots of colors
•one size fits all

30% off
Tuesday Evening
open til 9:00

Like l^owder

525 go,. St.
Open evenings HH 9:00 Mon thru Fri
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Commissioners reinstated
by Don Lee

staff reporter
City council last night reinstated two housing commission members who never
knew their terms were up.
Council approved the reinstatements of Dr. Thomas
Anderson and Bernice Sima
to the housing commission.
Neither had been informed of
their terms' expiration and
had continued working on the
commission, with Anderson
being elected president of the
commission in the meantime.
Bellard said the reinstatement took effect yesterday
and ends Nov. 31,1988.
Bellard also said the commission is still short one stu-

dent representative.
The city received a commendation from American
Youth Hostels, a nationwide
camping and touring organization, in recognition of the
Wintergarden Lodge shelter
at Wintergarden Park, which
local AYH representative Eli
Joyce said was the only shelter in the country maintained
by a city.
COUNCIL APPROVED the
sale of interest in Wood Television Corp. of Bowling Green
to Communication Corporation of America Cable Partners Limited, of Brentwood,
Tenn.
Municipal Administrator
Wesley Hoffman said the city

controls Wood TV's franchise
under an agreement which
company president Roger
Wise made with the city,
which gives city council the
right to allow or prohibit the
sale of the company.
Council also approved the
spending of public funds for a
downtown business survey
being conducted jointly by the
University's Management
Center and by Management
Horizons, Inc., of Columbus.
Joan Gordon, executive manager of the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce, said
downtown merchants had
pledged $10,000 to fund the
survey, with city council supplying $3,000.

Retiring after 20 years

Prof to address graduates
by J. Douglas Gurnlck
staff reporter
Speaking at this year's December commencement will be
William Hoskins, retiring marketing professor. He will be
leaving the University after 20
years teaching.
"I see being chosen as the cap
to a great career at the University ... It gives me a chance to
return something to Bowling
Green," Hoskins said.
He said being chosen is a great
honor and something that will be
a nice closing to his work at the
University.

"When I received the invitation, I thought it was one of the
greatest honors I could receive," Hoskins said.
According to Cliff Boutelle,
director of Public Relations, an
alumnus or member of the local
community is usually choosen to
speak at the December graduation.
"IT HAS become something of
a tradition at the University,"
Boutelle said.
Hoskins' area of specialization
is internationalism and he said
his speech will focus on this
topic.
I'd like to stress the importance of internationalism in the

Statement stresses minority increase
April McClellan
staff reporter

One of the goals of the University's new Role and Mission
statement, adopted in August by
the Board of Trustees, is to
increase minority enrollment at
the undergraduate and graduate
levels, said Peace Champion,
director of Project Search.
The First Minority Graduate
Scholars' Visitation program
was planned to fulfill this goal.
The program, held Friday in
the Ohio Suite of the University
Union, was sponsored by Project Search, Graduate Student

Senate and Third World Graduate Student Association.
The Project Search program
began in 1972 to facilitate minority graduate student recruitment.
Forty students from 16 colleges and universities in Ohio,
Michigan, South Carolina and
Virginia attended the program.
Universities in attendance
were: Michigan State, Eastern
Michigan, Central Michigan,
Western Michigan, Oakland,
Wright State, Kent State, Denison, Dyke College in Cleveland,
Hampton Institute in Virginia,
Morns College and the Universi-
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Mick Payne
Singing At

ties of Toledo and Michigan.
TEN SENIORS from the University also attended and minority graduate students from
the University hosted the program.
Champion said she was
pleased with the immediate results of the program, but would
not know its effectiveness and
whether it will be repeated next
year until evaluations are tabulated.
' 'We hope at least 50 percent of
these students will enroll in the
University's graduate pnogram
zram
da. All
in the fall," Chami
mpion said.
students in attendance applied
for the graduate program and
some may receive graduate
assistantships, depending on
how well they meet specific criteria.
The day-long program included welcoming remarks

from Champion; University
President Paul Olscamp; Mary
Edmonds, vice president for
Student Affairs; Winifred Stone,
associate dean and director of
the Graduate College; Charles
Corley, president of the Third
World Graduate Student Association; and Kory Tilgner, president of Graduate Student
Senate.
Olscamp emphasized that the
Universitv is committed tn increasing minority enrollment in
the graduate program.
ortant
"YOU ARE a very impor
group to us," he said. "We are
not satisfied with the efforts
we've made in the past to recruit
and hold on to a substantial
number of minority students."
"We have plans on expanding
the graduate program to twice
as large as now over the next
few years. We'd like you to be a
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M*A*S*H WEEK
- Remaining Events —
Original MASH movie

Apartments
available:
for Second Semester

Wednesday, Dec. 5
8:00 p.m. Main Auditorium
FREE

1 Furnished
Efficiency

1 Unfurnished
Efficiency

*225/month

*200/month

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric

1 Bdrm.
Furnished Apt.

2 bdrm.

• answers due today
in UAO office or
at the movie

Unfurnished Apt.

Trip to Tony Packo's Cafe

*250/month

in Toledo. $2/person sign up in UAO office

'270/month
All utilities paid

Trivia Questions available in
UAO office or at Wednesday's movie

Tenant pays gas
and electric

Lecture - Dr. Sue
Blanshan, coordinator of
Women's Services at Ohio
State University, will present
"Institutional Fairness: Assumptions, Opportunities and
Seiism in Higher Education." The lecture will be held
in the Capital Room of the
University Union at 9:30 a.m.
Free and open to all.
Tools For Research - How
necessary are animals in research? How are they really
treated? A film showing what
happens behind laboratory
doors will be shown in 208
Hanna Hall at 8 p.m. Sponsored by Students For Animals. Free and open to all.
IABC - IABC will be having
a Christmas bash for members. It will be held at the
Falcon Plaza beginning at
8:30 p.m. There will be beer,
pop, munchies and music. No
charge for members.
Campus Films - "Trading
Places" and "Poltergeist
will be shown in the Amani
Room in the Northeast Commons. Free and open to all.
Basketball - The men's basketball team takes on Boston
University at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena.

'4

181 S. Main

l^S Laurie Ann invites you to receive 20*70 off on your choice of her services. V

214 Napoleon Rd.
352-1195

Tuesday, Dec. 4

part of that wave. We have to
prove this to you, but we can't
unless you come study with us,"
he said.
In her welcome remarks, Edmonds focused on the need for
minority students to attend
graduate schools.
She said she hopes students
decide to attend the University,
but where students choose to
attend graduate school is not as
important as making the commitment to continue their education.
GARRETT Heberlein, dean of
the Graduate College, gave
opening remarks for the luncheon.
Visiting students were also
addressed by Maurice Taylor,
alumnus of the University and
chairman of Hampton Institute's sociology department;
Elmer Spreitzer, associate dean
of the Graduate College; Robert
Perry, chairman of the University's Ethnic Studies department; and Jack Taylor, acting
director of the Educational Development program.

One Urge One Item Pizza

352-4101 or 352-4143
got—1

rDateline—

Students had the opportunity
to tour the departments that
interest them with graduate advisers from the departments.

•Studying hair for over 4 yrs.
•Trained under one of most successful stylists, Kenneth Anders.
•Traveled doing work for Kenneth
Inc. 6 mo out of the year.
•Well educated in current & traditional hair styling.
•Specializes in perming, haircoloring, & weaving.

Redken

world today and the role it may
play in our future," Hoskins
said. "I look at the December
graduating class as being a representative sample of the students I have had over the last 20
years."
Hoskins plans to Join the
American Graduate School of
International Management in
Glendale, Ariz., when he leaves
the University.
"It will give me a chance to
wind down over the next two to
three years and teach in an 100
percent international environment ... These years at the
University have really kept me
hopping,''he said.

For more informotion on MASH WEEK, coll UAO 2-2343.
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Located in Founders Dining Hall
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Close to all your needs, classes, convenient stores,
and town.
Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting now for
summer and fall
Limited number of roommate postions for the
semester
On site management, maintenance and laundry
facilities, N
All utilities paid except lights

Sports.
B|;£ iMiBU
Five score two as BG icers sweep
li il«Mil i»i im hrtkr (tunMs!

by Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor

OXFORD - It seems that no one on
Bowling Green's hockey team believes
in scoring hat tricks. Of course when
five players have two-goal performances en route to the Falcons' first
sweep of the season it probably doesn't
matter.
BG chose Miami as its victim for the
sweep, winning by scores of lfH and 53. In the first game, three Falcons had
two-goal games and two more players
followed with the same performance
in Saturday's game.
Saturday's win was BG's third in a
row and head coach Jerry York's 250th
career win in 12 years as a coach with
Clarkson and BG.
"I'm more concerned that it's the
first sweep in the season," York said
after the win. "It's tough to sweep in
our conference. It's especially tougn to
sweep on the road."
Jamie Wansbrough began York's

250th win with a pair of goals in the
first period. In his three years as a
Falcon Wansbrough has had more
than his share of success against the
Redskins. In 10 contests against MU,
he has 14 goals and five assists.
GEORGE ROLL added a power
play goal at 17:57 giving his team a 3-0
first period lead.
Each team exchanged goals in the
second period before the Redskins
would start their third period
comeback. With BG leading 4-1, Mike
Orn and Tom Terwilliger each scored
and brought MU within one.
Tim Huettl ruined any victory
chances for MU when he deliberately
moved the Redskins' net out of position and received a delay of game
penalty.
The penalty resulted in a BG power
play goal by Paul Ysebeart, his second
goal of the night. He was also credited
with an assist on each of BG's three
other goals, giving him five points for
the night.

Ysebeart's performance earned
him the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association player of the week. "He
was definitely the best player on the
ice tonight," York said.
Friday, Andy Gribble, Don Barber
and Scott Paluch took their turn in
contributing two goals.
Gribble needed little help in giving
BG an early lead as he recorded an
unassisted goal.
He notched his second goal and
BG's first shorthanded tally of the
year when Brent Regan picked up a
mishandled pass by an MU defender
which led to a 2-1 break. Regan eventually dished the puck to Gribble and
watched him score on a backhand
shot.
WANSBROUGH FOLLOWED Gribble with an unassisted goal of his own
and Brian Meharry chipped in a shot
putting BG on top by three entering the
second period.
The Redskins attempted to come
back with two second period goals, but

Ysebeart and Paluch each responded
with a tally of their own, keeping the
margin at three.
Gribble, Paluch and Barber used
the third stanza to record their second
goals of the night. Barber took advantage of a powerplay and 4-4 situation to
notch his fourth and fifth goals of the
season.
"Personally it was a good game for
me to get a couple," Barber said. "For
the team it was big to get two in a row
and get things rolling. I hope we can
keep it going."
Tne 10 goals were the most for the
Falcons this season in a single game.
But York still believes the game was
not a blowout, despite the offensive
production.
"It was not a 10-4 laugher," York
said. "It was closer than the tally
indicated. We played much better offensively and capitalized on some
chances. We have had trouble in the
early parts of the season capitalizing."

WHILE BG DID capitalize. MU did
not. BG's Gary Kruzich prevented the
Redskins from scoring on three breakaway attempts. Each time Kruzich
forced the Redskin fiplayer to go to his
backhand because it is harder for a
forward to go from his forehand to his
backhand and make the shot."
He finished the game with 38 saves
as MU outshot BG 42 to 38. The win
gives Kruzich 25 career victories in
under two years of playing.
With the series sweep BG's record
in the CCHA stands at 7-7, good enough
for a two-way tie for fifth place with
Western Michigan. Another sweep
next weekend coupled with two losses
to second place Lake Superior will put
the Falcons in a tie for second at the
end of the first half of CCHA play.
This weekend the Falcons will return home to face the University of
Illinois-Chicago in a two game series.

Swimming

Swimmers have split results against Kenyon
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

The BG men's and women's swim teams faced defending Division III
champions Kenyon College on
Saturday and although the
results were different, both
the men and women Falcons
performed impressively. The
women proved that they are a
force to be reckoned with by

swamping Kenyon, 78-57. The
men faced a loaded Kenyon
squad, but swam admirably
despite losing, 76-33.
Our guys have made so
much improvement it is unbelievable, BG swim coach
Rich Draper said. "After
watching the men today, I got
such a good feeling. They are
to believe they can
; with people,
goal this season for
the men is to finish in the first

division of the MAC and I
think we can do it," he said.
Dan Ersley once again
turned in a fine showing in the
distances by taking a first in
the 1,000 yard freestyle in a
time of 9:59.54. He also finished second in the 500 freestyle in 4:48.72. Dean Shaw
added a second in the 1,000
freestyle in 10:01.88.
"DAN AND DEAN are
really swimming well in the
distances." Draper said.

"I'm very pleased with their
progress."
Dan McFarland captured a
first place in the 200 butterfly
in 1:59.74 and also finished
third in the 200 breaststroke
in 2:21.53. Pete Szekely finished one ahead of McFarland in the 200 breaststroke in
2:19.73.
In a performance that was
noted by his coach, Chris
Birnbrich swam his three
best personal times while tak-

ing a second in the 200 backstroke in 2:02.39 and aiding
the 400 medley relay and 400
freestyle to second place finishes.
"Chris had a great meet,"
Draper said, 'lie had his
three best personal times
while swimming tired. That is
very encouraging. He may
surprise some people."
In the 200 individual medley, Les Szekely finished in
second with a 2:00.32 clock-

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green freshman Dane Burton heads toward a second place finish In
national champions defeated the Falcons 76-33 at Cooper Pool.

Saturday's 200-meter freestlye race against

Kenyon. The defending

Division

ing. He also grabbed a second
in the 100 freestyle in 48.24.
Dane Burton added a second
in the 200 freestyle in 1:47.98
and Mike Ross also took a
second in the 50 freestyle in a
time of 22.29.
The Falcons had no divers
competing once again, a big
handicap the entire season.
Leading the way for the
women was Sheila Westendorf who took firsts in the 200
freestyle and the 500 freestyle
in times of 1:57.42 and 5:11.73,
respectively.
JEANNE MARTTNEK also
took two first places with a
win in the 200 butterfly in
2:12.69 and the 100 butterfly in
1:00.13. Shelly McFarland
captured the 100 breaststroke
in 1:10.79 and the 200 individual medley in 2:15.41.
In the 100 freestyle, Beth
Rlcketts won in 55.39 and Lisa
Laserenko took second in
56.31. Ricketts also finished
second in the 100 butterfly in
1:01.09.
Sue Hansen turned in a fine
performance in the 100 backstroke in 1:03.84 which was
swept by BG. Dawn Grant
took second in 1:04.36 and
Terri Petry finished third in
1:05.18. Hansen also finished
third in the 200 backstroke.
"Sue had a good meet. Besides her victory in the 100
backstroke, she also led off
the 200 medley relay in
29.00," Draper said. "That is
a full second off of her personal best."
In the 200 backstroke,
Grant finished first in 2:20.35
and Nancy Devaney finished
second in 2:21.96.
"Nancy has been down for
two weeks," Draper said.
"But she really popped off a
great swim in tne 200 backstroke. I think she will start to
come around for us."
PAULA HOLMES had a
good showing in the distances
with a first place in the 1,000
freestyle with a clocking of
11:05.83 and a third place in
the 500 freestyle in a time of
5:32.63. ,
The trio of Annette Agee,
Kim Long and Kristin Green
swept the 200 breaststroke.
Agee and Lone also captured
second and third in the 50
freestyle, respectively.
See Swimming, page 6

Falcons lose to Flyers, 71-60 Men cagers host Terriers
by Phillip B. Wilson
sports reporter

Things sure felt funny for
assistant women's basketball
coach Sue Youngpeter in Dayton
Saturday. After playing four
years for the Flyers and graduating in 1983, she returned to
her anna mater, but in a different role, and on a different
bench.
The Flyers won the game 7160 over the 0-2 cagers using their
superior height advantage to
open up a big nalftime lead, then
coasted from there. The Falcons, for the second straight
game, found themselves in a
catch-up role they couldn't handle.
The Flyers were up 39-25 at
half largely due to the outside
shooting* of Flyer forward
Rhonda Klette, who scored 12 of
her team-high 18 points in the
first stanza.

Coupled with the performances of 6-f oot-5 Theresa Yuigling, 12 points and 12 rebounds,
and efforts from senior guard
Lea Alba who also had 12 rebounds, the Flyers relied on
their size and dominated the
boards 39-29 enroute to the win.
THE FALCONS managed to
cut the Flyer edge to eight in the
second half but could do no better. Despite being out-rebounded. Falcon junior center
Joelyn Shoup grabbed a game
high 13 boards to go along with
her 13 points. For the second
straight same, the cagers received a fine effort from juniors
Stephanie Coe and Rhonda
Moore as they scored 13 and 10
points respectively.
The real difference in the
game statistically came at the
free throw line. After making
only 6 of 14 against Detroit in the
opener, the Falcons could only
connect on 2 of 7 while the Flyers
were awarded 21 tosses from the

charity stripe and connected on
11. The Flyers outscored the
Falcons by one basket from the
field.
Despite the two opening
losses, first year head coach
Fran Voll remains optimistic.
"We're on the right road and
will continue to Improve." Voll
said. "I thought we played hard
again and we made a nice run at
them in the second half."
"WE GOT SOME real good
support from our bench and
actually were more balanced as
a team than against Detroit.
That should improve as we go
along," he said.
Youngpeter, also in her first
year of coaching, was proud of
the way her team played against
the taller Flyers.
"There was a definite size
disadvantage, but in both games
the girls nevergave up," Youngpeter said."That says something for the girls, and in the
long run, it's going Jo pay off."

by Marc Delph
sports editor

Bowling Green coach John Weinert faces two
potential headaches as the season becomes in full
swing. And aspirin isn't the solution.
First, the Falcons host a Boston University
squad (tonight at 8 in BG's Anderson Arena) that
returns four starters from a team BG made a 77-74
come-from-behind victim of last season.
On top of that, the Terriers apply more full
court pressure than the Falcons are used to.
"They press all over the floor," Weinert said.
"They are very quick and run about four different
presses. I think with our young team, and we
certainly are, we need to find who can play
against this kind of pressure."
THE SECOND PROBLEM is even more complex. Weinert is still looking for what he calls "a
team that plays well together." He has been
Iuggling his lineups like a circus clown in pracices and in the two games this season looking for
that team.
"We're going to do a lot of experimenting,"
Weinert said. ''A good team doesn't start the five
best players; it chooses five players that play
together. We really haven't found that combina-

tion yet. That is the biggest thing we have to do.
We need to find the best chemistry."
Tonight, Weinert will try a completely new
twist when he will move regular point guard Brian
Miller to wine and place backup point man Al
Thomas in Miller's old spot.
The forwards will be freshman Anthony Robinson and senior Keith Taylor, who normally plays
wing. The center spot is still up for grabs for
tonight's game.
THOSE FALCONS vying for BG's starting
center position are senior Freddie Bryant, junior
Avon Davey, who started in BG's 81-62 win over
Findlay in the opener, and freshman Steve Martenet
The Terrier backcourt is the one to watch as 6-2
guard Shawn Teague was seventh in the nation in
assists last year with an average of 7.5 per game.
Six-one junior Dwayne Vinson led the team in
steals and averaged 8.9 points per game last
season.
The BU frontcourt lost the services of leading
scorer Gary Plummer to graduation and the
Golden State Warriors of the NBA in the second
round. The Terriers still remain big up front with
6-8 Tom Ivey and 6-5 juniors Mike Alexander and
Paul Hendricks. Alexander averaged over 15
points per game while Hendricks added eight per
outing.iast season.
t
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Swimming teams 'Rich* with new head coach
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

BG News/Phil Masturzo
In his first year as head coach of Bowling Green's swimming team
Rich Draper has brought a very optimistic attitude with him. Draper is
shown here cheering on one of his swimmers in last weekend's meet
against Kenyon at Cooper pool.

facility for a good team and it
also helps in recruiting," he
said. "You also need good people to have a good program. I
met the team three days after I
was hired and knew they were a
good bunch of kids."
At that meeting, goals were
set by the team and policies
were discussed. Getting a positive attitude and developing
closeness among the team are
goals Draper has for himself
and the team.
"A positive attitude is essential to oe a good team," he said.
"Once a person develops a good
C'tive attitude and believes in
self, the sky is the limit. It's
amazing what happens."
Hard work, dedication and
working toward goals is Draper's formula for success.
"There is no substitute for
hard work and dedication,"
Draper said. "The formula for
success in athletics is easy to
write down but is a hard thing to
do."
"I am very impressed with
the BG swim team," Kenyon
head coach Jim Steen said.
"They are working hard and
taking a lot of pride in themselves. It looks like new beginnings for BG under Rich
Draper."

WORKING TOWARD the end
of the season and getting shaved
for the conference meet is the
key for the swimmers.
'We want to win the dual
meets, but we don't want to
sacrifice training for the conference meet. We can't rest; we
must have consistency," Draper
said. "Getting shaved is the
cultimation of a season. It is a
ritual among swimmers and it is
enthusiastic for the swimmers,
knowing they are going to swim
faster.
Draper's long-range goals for
the Falcons are to win the conference title every year, qualify
swimmers for the nationals and
have them go to the nationals
and score.
If Draper's enthusiasm and
Gisitive attitude rub off on his
am, the future is looking
bright for the BG swimming
program. He has his mind set on
making BG a successful swimming program.
"If you think you can do
something with a program and
you have a positive attitude, you
will do something for that proBam," he said. "I want to do
ngs for this program."

Reds anticipate no trades Brett resigns
as track coach
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"We're 'RICH' with Success"
is the slogan that can be found
across the back of a BG swimming T-shirt. What most people
don't realize is that the 'RICH'
in that slogan refers to the new
Falcon swimming coach Rich
Draper.
Draper, who didn't swim for
bis high school team in Nebraska, attended Wayne State
College in Nebraska and swam
on its swim team for four years.
"My dad swam for the University of Nebraska and I was
always fascinated by swimming
from reading through his old
5earbooks," Draper said. "At
fayne State, I became hooked
on swimming."
The decision to coach a sport
came much earlier for Draper
than his decision to become a
swimmer. When be was 12,
Draper knew he wanted to
coach, no matter what sport.
AFTER GRADUATING from
Wayne State, Draper sent out 50
applications for coaching positions. The one that came back
was for the swimming position
at a high school in Sioux City,
Iowa. He stayed there for six
years before moving to another

high school in Boone, Iowa. Half
way through his second year in
Boone, he decided to get his
master's degree so he could
coach at the college level.
Draper then moved to the
University of Iowa where he
coached the sprinters for four
years. The yearning to become a
Division I head coach brought
Draper to BG.
"I was very fortunate to work
with Iowa's program for four
years," he said. I learned a lot
about college swimming.''
"I wanted to be a Division I
head coach very badly," Draper
said. "Over the last four or rive
years there had not been much
movement in the college coaching ranks. At the senior nationals last year, I found out that BG
was looking for a coach and that
BG athletic director Jack Gregory was there conducting interviews.
"I interviewed for the job at
the nationals and was invited to
see BG," Draper said. "After
coming here, I was told I got the
job."
DRAPER WAS hired for the
job on Sept. 20. A number of
things impressed Draper during
his visit to BG.
"I was very impressed with
the facilities. You need a good
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HOUSTON (AP) - Cincinnati
Reds officials said they don't
expect to make a major deal
during baseball's winter meet-

President Bob Howsam
said he probably won't make a
major trade unless another club
proposes one. General Manager
Bill Bergesch said no prospective trades were in the works as
the meetings opened yesterday.
"I don't anticipate anything
major," Bergesch said. "Nothing is even warm. Nothing is on
the fire. We are going in cold."
Bergesch said he plans to talk
to officials of every other majorleague club. But he said the
Reds aren't desperate to make a

CCHA Studbf i
TEAM
RECORD
11 Michigan Statt
11 -3
2 IL.it Superior
«
3) IlllnoiaOucago
M
Ohio State
7-7-2
S) Bnrttaf Grata
7-7
WKern Michigan 7-7
7)Bchlgan
M-l
aiFerria State
M
9) Miami
3-10-1

POINTS

a
11

M
M
14
14
11
M
7

BGSU PLANETARIUM
presents

All Systems
Go!
<i multi-media slum
25 learsol America inS|

Tuesday, Dec. 4, 8 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 7. 8 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 9, 7:30 p.m.

Sl

suggested

il ,isi Showing)

FALCONS!

trade as they try to become
competitive in the National
League West again.
'T wouldn't be disappointed
and I wouldn't be embarrassed
to start the season with the people we have on our roster today," Bergesch said.
HOWSAM SAID there's still a
chance the Reds could sign freeagent catcher John Stearns, formerly of the New York Mets.
The Reds drafted Stearns as a
free agent, but the catcher reinjured the elbow on his throwing arm in winter baseball in
Puerto Rico. He had surgery
last week and is optimistic that
the problem is solved. Howsam
said the Reds will wait to see

how Stearns' elbow responds.
The Reds have had an unsettled catching situation for the
past two seasons. If Stearns'
elbow doesn't heal completely
and the Reds cant make a
trade, they'll give one of their
catchers - Dann Bilardello,
Brad Gulden, Dave Van Gorder
or Alan Knicely - a shot at the
starting job next season, Howsam indicated.
"We haven't given up on trading for a catcher, but we haven't
given up either on our present
catchers," Howsam said. "We
would consider a first-string
catcher, but have on our roster
catchers that could conceivably
be that."

Swimming
(Continued from page 5)_
A strong point for the Falcons
this season has been the diving
of Mary Pfeiffer, Shannon
Walsh, Sue Cleveland and Carolyn Valencik.
Pfeiffer took the one-meter
diving with a score of 234.95,
which is five points from qualifying for the zone
championships. Walsh took second with a score of 210.05 and
Cleveland third with 208.85
points.
In the three-meter competition, Walsh claimed first with
251.30 points and Pfeiffer accumulated 224.15 points for second.

"Our divers did a nice job.
Mary just missed the zone
championships, but I expect her
to qualify," Draper said. "Shannon had a real nice dive in the
three meter."
Both the men and the women
travel to South Bend, Ind. tomorrow for a meet against the
Fighting Irish of Notre Dame.
I'm pleased with the men's
£ ogress so far. They just have
keep it going," Draper said.
"The women are just doing a
great job. I expect us to have a
good swim against Notre
Dame."

,'jju> .Jtian<j4>mvn1
Skin, hair, and nail designers

Pat Brett, Bowling Green's
women's track coach for the
past six seasons, has resigned
her position in order to take a
position in private enterprise.
Brett came to BG in 1978 as
head coach of the women's
field hockey program. She
took over as the head women's track coach when field
hockey was dropped as an
intercollegiate sport after th
1961 season.
Brett posted a record of 11-4
in dual meets over her six
Eear stint. She developed the
alcons' program to one of
the strongest in the MidAmerican Conference.
BG WON the MAC title in
1961 and have added a second
and third place finish since
then. Brett was voted MAC
coach of the year in 1981.
"Pat has been a valuable
asset and we will miss her,"
BG athletic director said.
"We wish her the best i"> her
new career."

Expires 12-21-84

"WAYNE (WILSON) had
us working on our breakouts
and 3-2 situations," BG center
Adam Muth said. "That
opens up our play."
During the second period,
BG outshot Cleveland, but
was frustrated being on the
short end of a 3-2 score entering the third period.
In the third period BG
scored four goals and killed
off four penalties. Gary Brush
tied the game at three with an
assist from John Fish.
However. Cleveland regained the lead on two powerplay goals. Once BG was at
full strength Scott Hoyt and
Bob Kennedy knotted the
score at five.

Club hockey wins

Rossi capped off BG's scoring and gave the Falcons the
game-winner putting in a reound off Steve Peters shot
from the point.

Bowling Green's club
hockey team extended its
winning streak to four games
with a 6-5 victory over Cleveland last Friday. The game
was close with the score tied
at five with under two minutes to go. But, BG's Mike
Rossi found the nets in BG's
comeback win.
Rossi scored with a backhand over the glove of Cleveland goaltender Chris Arnold,
who kicked out 42 shots.

Right wing, Mike DiGiacomo said the Falcons were
inspired the by fans and their
support."It's great when you
look up and there's a bunch of
guys really psyched for our
team to win, it's alot of fun."
The Falcons next home
game will be Friday December 14, at 2:00 p.m.

WINTER SPECIAL

10% OFF "Your choice of"

pedicures, manicures, facial
hair waxing, perms, haircuts
highlighting with LISA

The first period ended with
the score tied at two. Both
teams skated well and
worked the puck with only
one penalty assesed to each
team.

$4.75
Ph. 352-5166
203 North ITio.ln
Op*n 4 p.m.

13" In. On*
It** Plua

PSS***

Additional lt*mi 75« »o
••tiowvin
ciw«^,i.,»i.!o

Expires 12'31/84

on* coupon o*r onto

•Newlove Management
Find your dream apartment without
trudging through the snow. Eliminate the
hassles of apartment shopping with
Newlove Management Services. Simply call
for our free brochure listing over 400
apartments and houses for rent.

STUDENT HOME OPENER!
BG vs. BOSTON U.
TONIGHT 8 p.m.

"Don't be disappointed. Shop Now! Just call, or
stop by our office...
successful because we do more

for you."

NEWIPVE

****** *************************

FALCONS 1-0 SHOOT'N FOR 2
BACK YOUR FALCONS

MANAGEMENT SERVICE
<•

328 S. Main

■

«

^oftER]' A
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Gas leak kills 410 in India
NEW DELHI, India (AP) Deadly gas leaking from a
pesticide plant spread over a
sleeping city in central India
early yesterday, killing at
least 410 people and injuring
thousands.
Thousands of people frothing at the mouth, rubbing
swollen eyes and gasping for
breath jammed hospitals in
Bhopal. Doctors set up tents
on hospital lawns to treat
victims. '
Witnesses said bodies were
stacked outside morgues, and
the carcasses of water buffalo
and other animals lay in the
streets where they were
felled by the gas.
Arjun Singh, chief minister
of Madhya Pradesh state,
told reporters the gas escaped from one of three underground tanks at the Union
Carbide plant in Bhopal, 370
miles south of New Delhi.
He said 402 people died in
Bhopal. Five were killed in

Hoshangabad, two in Sehore
and one in Ashta, he said. The
three places are located near
United News of India
put the death toll at 500, but
the figure could not be confirmed independently.
SINGH SAD) FIVE officials of the plant had been
arrested. He said the 40-minute leak began about 1 a.m.
He told reporters that 2,000
ale were hospitalized and
received medical attention and were sent home.
Thomas Sprick, spokesman
for the U.S.-based Union Carbide Corp. in Danbury, Conn.,
said the gas that leaked was
methyl isocyanate, which he
said can be fatal if inhaled or
swallowed. The news agency
UNI had earlier called the
gas methyl iso cyanide.
Union Carbide's managing
director in India, Y.P. Gokhale, said the gas began leak-

ing when a storage tank valve
broke under rising pressure.
He said gas escaped for 40
minutes before the leak was
stopped and the poisonous gas
slowly began dissipating.
By then the cloud of gas had
settled over a 25-square-mile
area inhabited primarily by
poor laborers.
United News of India said
the factory siren did not
sound to alert the neighborhood until two hours after the
leak began, and said police
and doctors did not come into
the area until four hours after
that.
MANY RESIDENTS,
coughing and weeping, fled to
neighboring towns. Some
went on foot, some crammed
into trucks and some, when
buses were full, climbed on
top and held on to luggage
racks.
Many of those fleeing were
women with wailing babies in
their arms and children cling-

ing to their saris. People who
had been separated from
their families staggered, crying, along roadsides.
Prime Minister Raiiv Gandhi called the incident "horrifying" and established a
(400,000 government emergency relief fund.
Singh said the plant would
not be allowed to reopen.
Among the arrested factory
officials were the assistant
manager of the plant, the
production manager and the
61ant supervisor. Their identies were not released, and
it was not known if they were
all Indian.
Arlun Singh said the leak
was ''the biggest tragedy" in
his state's history, and news
reports said it was the first
poisonous gas leakage in India.
Businesses in the city remained closed yesterday, and
Singh ordered a day of
mourning today.

Electricity replaces bullets

Grenada*s vote
is 1st since '76
ST. GEORGE'S, Grenada
(AP) - The people of this tiny
Caribbean island nation voted
for a new government yesterday
in the first elections in eight
years.
Since the 1976 elections, there
have been two coups and a U.S.led invasion.
Residents stood in lines at
many of the 135 polling stations,
and election officials predicted a
high turnout among the 48,000
registered voters.
Herbert Blaize's New National Party, a moderate coalition formed in August, and the
Grenada United Labor Party,
led by former Prime Minister
Sir Eric Gairy, fielded candidates in all 15 constituencies.
The Maurice Bishop Patriotic
Movement ran in l5 constituencies. The party was formed by
surviving loyalists of Bishop, the
leftist prune minister whose execution by his own army Oct. 19,
1963, triggered the invasion six
days later. The Christian Democratic Labor Party of conservative Winston Whyte ran five
candidates.

The party winning a majority
will form a British-style parliamentary government to replace
an interim council appointed
after the invasion. If no party
wins eight seats, a coalition government will be necessary.
NONE OF THE members of
the interim council sought election.
The United States officially
was neutral in the race, but U.S.
officials have made clear their
preference for Blaize's party.
The moderate party also received thousands of dollars from
private American sources, some
of them wanting to show support
for U.S. policy in Grenada and
others interested in investment
projects.
The United States, which has
spent nearly $50 million in Grenada since the invasion, hopes
investment and tourism will
strengthen the island's backward economy. Nearly one-third
of the work force is unemployed.
Each party was allowed to
send representatives to the polling places to observe.

Gun shocks those misbehaving
COLUMBUS (AP) - A gun
that delivers an electric shock
instead of a bullet has caught the
fancy of some Ohio police departments and the concern of a
civil liberties group.
The Ohio Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union decided during the weekend to
conduct a formal inquiry into
the Nova XR-5000. informally

known as the "Stun Gun" or
"Zapper."
The gun is being sold to police
departments by a suburban
Cleveland company which savs
the device is a method of subduing unruly people without hurting them. It delivers a 50,000 volt
shock, which is about twice the
intensity of the kind of shock
people get from shuffling their
shoes on a rug, then touching
metal.
The gun is marketed by Protective Techniques Inc. of
Warrensville Heights and is currently available to police departments in Youngstown,

Portsmouth, Findlay, TwinsSurg and Garrettsville. Cleveland special weapons units are
training with the weapon.
A MODEL THAT delivers 40,000 volts is available to private
persons.
"We're probably going to be
contacting the manufacturers to
find out what information they
actually have, what kind of research they have." said Mark
Levy, associate director of the
Ohio ACI.U. He said he hopes
enough information on the gun
ci>n be gathered to present to the

organization's board during its
regular meeting in February.
"We're not even sure that this
is anything we're going to challenge," he said. "There are attractive elements to this in that
it seems to provide an alternative to the use of lethal force by
police departments and that is
certainly a civil liberties plus,"
he said. "But we know that there
have been problems with use of
electroshock therapies in the
past and the debilitating nature
such therapies have had in the
past in the psychiatric establishment."

MARKETING INTERNSHIP
Procter & Gamble
Six month assignment. Introduce new products, work test markets,

$5
Does
not
include
shampoo

I
Oood Dec. 4
thru Dec. 11
bring coupon

I

located in Stadium View Shopping Center

THE HAIR REPAIR

'Where quality comes first"
Lois

Leah

I
I
I

352-2586 1

Suzie

I

/The GavelA

CLEAN!

Staff for 1985
Positions Available:

KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY

Assistant Editor
Layout Editor
Photo Editor

709 S. Main
[Open 24 hrs
Ample ParkingI

VaJd through 12/10'84

Hours
M-9:30-5:00
T-Thur-9:30-6:30
F-9:30-7:O0
Sat-9:30-4:00

EXPERIENCE COUNTS!
JOIN

institute couponing/advertising programs. Immediate supervisory
responsibilities. National travel. Will consider recent graduates,
aspiring graduate students & senior level undergraduates needing to
earn money to complete degree. Will consider any major. Must have
evidence of strong leadership skills in college organizations. Salary,
full expense account, company car.
JANUARY START, IMMEDIATE INTERVIEWS All applications
screened through National Register.
Call Rich Peck at (614) 890-1200.

BRING THIS AD
for $1.00 OFF
ANY WHOLE SUB

Reg. $10 I

Pick up Applications at 106 University Hall

(does not apply to spedats)

i

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE

I

HOWARDS
CUJR H

I*

TIME
OF
EXAM

d

MONDAY
12/17/84

FALL SEMESTER 1984

TUESDAY
12/18/84

WEDNESDAY
12/19/84

THURSDAY
.12/20/84

FRIDAY
12/21/84

8:30 a.m.10:30 a.m.

9:30 M

8:30 M

8:00 M

9:30 T

8:00 T
8:30 T

10:45 a.m.12:45 p.m.

8:30 M

11:30 T
12:30 T

11:30 M

8:00 W
10:30 T

10:30 M

1:15 p.m.-

12:30 W

12:30 M

1:30 M

3:30 M

1:00 T
1:30 T

3:30 p.m.5:30 p.m.

2:30 M

2:30 T
3:30 T

3:30 N

4:00 T
4:30 T

4:30 M
4:30 N

6:00 p.ra.8:00.p.m.

5:30 t
6:00 M

5:30 fc
6:00 T

5:30 1
6:00 W

5:30 t
6:00 R

8:15 p.m.10:15 p.m.

6:30, 7:00
7:30 M

6:30, 7:00
7:30 T

COMMON EXAM
6:00 p.m.8:00 p.m.

SPCH 102

STAT 211
BA 102

EHftSTJI VJGXSSM KffEESB M'-iJ^VI Sr,M&&'i KM'B E3E51
V **>B210 N. MAIN OPEN 365 DAYS NO COVER
J
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* !
t

°--o^ff*

M

faifc

■ 3352°
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3:15 p.m.
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Jl-lNEW YEAR'S EVE: LIVE MUSIC
&""■„,
luetfWRs HMICHAEL KATON T
4 THE WILD A's
p
**!&4 1
eit- ■
ajt^L.
ucm l
i nuiv., FRI„
riw., SAT
ani.
B.G's FINEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
THUR.,
CD' AMOSM*

-

COMMON EXAM
8:15 p.m.10:15 p.B.

L

1

,

6:30, 7:00
7:30 H

6:30, 7:00
7:30 R

CS 101
CS 103

ACCT 221
BIOL 205

MATH 095
MATH 096

MIS 200

ACCT 222

i

1

1
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LOST & FOUND
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Art. Book I Craft mo Newlo-You Saw Dec
6.7 a 9 UCF Comer of Ridge and Thurshn

Found- A pair ol women's getttee In a burgandy
caae In Iron! ol the B A adding CM 3723871

ASMMEETWG
TUESDAY. DEC 11 7:30 10 9 p.m. 516 Urn
Seance

TOPIC CO-OP OPPORTUNITIES
SPEAKER BRUCE SMITH. D1R OF CO-OP
EDUC OFFICE
MB. SMITH Will DISCUSS CO-OP OPPORTUNITIES FOR MIS MAJORS INTERESTED
STUDENTS SHOULD ATTEND.

Attention AMA Members'
Hippy Horn el Uptown Frl 12/7
remembers $1 atooo.
ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOC
GENERAL
MEETING TONIGHT 6 30 PM MILETI AUMNI
BUM ( ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN) GET
INVOLVED WITH BGSU"
MA Raffle Drawing
la Dec 11 tn Top three prizes are:
1st: Dinner lor 2 at Kaufmans 8
2 Oauel movie tickets
2nd- Racouetbal racquet from Falcon Houee A
T-Shvt from Greeting Exchange
3rd: 1/2 hour pane trip from BG Flying CkiO
Lest Chance Buy your tickets now!1

SERVICES OFFERED
ORE-OMAT-LSAT
SUrrley H. Kaplan Ed. Ctr.
MH701
TUTORING
BASIC MATH - ALGEBRA - CALCULUS
READING - GRAMMAR - COMPOSITION
CALL 874-3349 AFTER 6pm
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER
Babyanng wanted
Have experience) and references
888-8755

RUTHIES SEWWG A ALTERATIONS
Hemming new skirts a rjreaaea Letters sewn
on Garments must be clean 352-7288
Al your typing needs
prompt a professional
352-4017 Cars
Think your pregnant? Free test a help.
Absolutely conBOentiel'
Heartbeat 241-9131
TYPING SERVICES
15 yrs experience term papers, letters.
resumes 1 -865-2240 Reasonable rates

• • OBSIDIAN MEETING ■ ■
TUESOAY. DEC 4. 6 PM
304 MOSELEY HALL
At are welcome to attend

PERSONALS
ALPHA PHI INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS
THURSDAY EVENING
DECEMBER 6. 1984

PHI UPSILON OMICPON members who were
not at Sunday's Initiation: We are aorry you
mteeed It and hope to see you et the brunch
meeting 7:30 am Dec. 11.
Reggae Nms. Gel up. Stand up a Peter Tosh.
Sal Dec 6. Educ . 7 30. Comm toCommemorete Bob Martey. MSA. TVYOA Free.
TOOLS FOR RESEARCH
A revealing look at the reality ol the use end
abuse of animals In experiments will be
presented tonight at 8:00 pm In 208 Henne.
Sponeored by Studonte For Antmalt

UWC PRESENTS
FINAL EXAM PREPARATION WEEK
DEC 4. 530-7:00 SELECTING PREPOSITIONS
DEC 4. 7 30-9 00 TAMING PUNCTUATION
DEC 5. 5 30-7 00 ORGANIZING. DEVELOPING ESSAYS
DEC 5, 7 30-9:00 PREPARING a WRITING
ESSAY EXAM
DEC 6, 5:30-7:00, IMPROVING YOUR SPEL
UNO
DEC 8. 7 30-9:00. HOW TO WRITE EFFECTIVE SENTENCES
DEC 7. 5:30-700, CREATIVE EDITING
PROOFREADING
DEC 7. 7:30-9:00. TACTICS FOR COPING W
EXAM BLUES
UP CAJN, PH.D UWC DIRECTOR
Al workshops wl lake piece al University
Writing Center 303 Moseay 372-2221 or
372-2368

" Christmas Loft Special "
You we get a FREE ladder and
FREE summer storage If you
purchase e loft before Jan 5
For information and to order
Cat 362-3838
The Lofl Construction a Storage Service

Always al Sundance"
Long liland load Tea
It.M
ATTENTION PHI DELTS RAFFLE
DRAWING DEC 7 A CHANCE TO WIN A 13
INCH COLOR TV"
ATENTK3N UNDERGRADUATES
UNDER
GRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOC
GENERAL
MEETING TONIGHT 6:30pm MILETI ALUMNI
BLDG | ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN) GET
INVOLVED IN BGSU!
Bake- Happy 21 at Sweetheart" (Sorry one dey
late but I Love the three inseparable roommales from 4th floor Chapman.

BAL Music 352-3002
205 N Prospect (across from Crthse)
Guitars and accessories
10% down w» hold your X Mas
ayaway until Doc 21
Vkw a MC accepted
STUDENT DISCOUNTS"

NEED YOUR ATTITUDE ADJUSTED?
Our regular Tuesday night prices:
Wei dnnka - 45CHECK OUT OUR BEER PRICES!
That wi change your attitude
Mam Street

CM,
Get psyched tor intatton' Don't forget those
dean what unoaeall Love. Bert

Cosegate Chorale
with Chamber Orchealre
Messiah wilt. Cere*
December 9 at 3 p m
Kobecker Hal
Cai 372-0171 lor tickets

T-SHIRTS •' T—SHIRTS ■ ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354 3098

Your source lor sports Introducee Ektoton'a
new oversize racouetbal racquet Great new
gift idea' Lake Erie Sports- Open a 8
a II true you can buy Jeeps (or S44 through the
US Government? Get the facts today'
Cat 1-312-742-1142. Ext 1794

Jean SHEA today- 410 Education iMUdlng
Jom SHEA today! 410 Education BulMlng-

Expand your horizons ' Be an RA Cal Reardence Ufe tor more info 372-2466.
DtsfjewNO ECON 2037?
I will reward llillltl you tor walling to go to
Drop/Add. I need to edd It. CALL DON AT
372-1061

KsppeSige
We had a bast Sal. mte with you guys' Let's do
rtegan soon"
The Gamma Phie
• • KD'fll • •
J Mora Day*...
Oet a dele, gel a dress
This party »rH be the beet I

A female roommate a needed for spring semester Greet apt. nicely decorated Great roommetes Cal 354 8288, today"

•• KD'SII "
3 More Days...
Oat a dele, get a drees
This party ajj be the basil

Ski Boots Lange XLS
Size 9 1/2 $130 00
Cal 364-7700

Need Money? Why not eel Avon. For more
arrorrnetion please cal Phytta at 352-5833

Russet BGSU sweats- orange, brown, new
purple - many others Gifts tor the holidays
Lake Erie Sports open til 8

'Education Is the core ol H all" Be a part ol
the Big Apple. Join SNEA today,
GOLF SALE'
New merchandise- Just arrived everything In
shop a 15-50% off Forest Creaaon Golf
Course 372-2874 December 4th, 5th. or 6th
HERE'S
A UNIQUE
WAY TO WISH
THOSE HARD TO BUY
FOR PEOPLE ON YOUR X MAS LIST
HAPPY HOLIDAYS
BG NEWS CHRISTMAS CLASSIFIEDS WILL
BE FEATURED IN THE LAST FALL EDITION
FRIDAY DECEMBER 14 WITH HIGHLIGHTS IN
RED AND GREEN — JUST 80' PER LINE
13 LINE MINIMUM) ADVERTISING DEADLINE
WED.
DEC.
12-

SAIL THE BAHAMAS!
Spring break wllh the BGSU Sailing Club
Organizational meeting
tonight 9:30 222MSC
Call Steve, 372-8228 for more Info

Seme Cleus won't detver you
A Loft
But We war
CeJ The Loft Construction a Storage Service
at 352-3838 to order youre

For Sea
Pentei K-1000 camera body .lens and flaah
Asking $150 lor everything Call 372-4273
Si 19 Breekfaat
Bacon or sausage. 2 eggs, toeal a coffee
Men Fn 9 am 1 pm with thrs ad
Expires Dec 21. 1984
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E Wooster

Ski txba. ear muffs, gloves, down vests
■ wide selection now at
Lake Erie Sports Open H 8

8NEZ- maliee you proud to be an Educ. major
Sundance Preeentsll
1/2 price appetizers
Every Sun-Thurt. 10pm-1em
There may be a tew RA openings lor Spring
Semester Application deadline is Dec 10 Cefl
lor more Wormatton 372-2458

Little Otis and the Upselters
Wednesday night
MAIN STREET

WANTED
Need roommate for Second Semester
7545 Ask lor Bl

THEBGLNEWS
e

Wa Love Our Slg Ep Bige!
Steve T ■ UT Terri M
Vmce K ■ LT Jenni K
John M ■ LI" Jan T
Mike L ■ LI' Mchele D
Bred B • Li! Detests P
Bob S • UT Derate C
Eric 0 ■ UT Mary B
Scott K - LI' Tammy G
Steve O • LT Donna T
Scott L ■ LI" Debbie S
Gerald K - Lil' Patty M
Rich M - La' Jute S
Brad E ■ La" ManOeln L
Bob G < La" Paua P
Scott S ■ UT Lynn O
Steve R • La" Tarn M
Reg G - La" Linda M
Matt S - UT Suzanne N
Mike W - Lil' Donna R
Steve M - UT Sharon H
Bryan B Lil Lor i J
Ben R - LT Celhy D
Rob B bl' Wendy S

ACROSS
Mote pal
June VIP s
Spoken
Discovery
Acidity
Biblical
mountain
17 Bonn angel
18 Clark's
colleague
ig Soaking
20 Fly
21 Mam
22 ActOf Eftc of
the late show
23 Conceding
26 Sievehke
29 High
30 Fragrant
oleoreeln
31 Scon ol TV and
lamiiy
33 Drop bait
30 Pleasant
37 Large net
36 Nap
39
Canaia
40 My Dinner
with
"
41 Links first
name

The "Friday" section will take on a special holiday look highlighted with red
and green ink and Yuletide feature stories.

One Female Roommate needed lor Spring
semester $132 50 mo unites Included Cal
353-1643

Roommate needed lor Spring/Summer
Apt Comer ol S College A Napoleon.
near drive-thru. Reasonable. Cal Don
or Demon 354-8141
One male roommate needed S112/month
Spring Semester 870 Frar.ee Cat1 354-8022
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER $100/MO CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL STEVE 354-7 732

Need 2-4 people to sublet 2 bdrm apt for
Spring earn Close to campus Cal 364-7686.
beet after 6pm
Femea roommate to share 2 bdrm apt with only
1 other. Large, furnished and clean apartment
$730/ sem plus aghts Cal Bert 354-7589

rt

J

One female needed to eubteeee nice apt.
Own bedroom, good price.
Call Uaa at 354 7888.

3 fun gale need 4th for Spring semester Haven
House Apts VERY dote lo campus Reeaonebte rete 354-7504

Roommate needed rmmedaiety lor 321 1/2 N.
Mam residency. Appx. $115'mo includes
everything Cal Uea 354 0398

Need 1 or 2 male roommates lor Spring
Semester. $108.25, & mat. from campus Cel
384-7161

1 male roommate for Spring
University Courts
Cal Dave 352-1052

Downtown BO Apt 1-4 people $330 per
month Indudee el uttwet Aveaeble Jan tsl
Cal 354 7007 anyone
Vdege Green Apartments accepting aetes lor
Spring, $ Fsl temeeters Cal between 12 00
and 5:00 pm 354-3533
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Kind ol squash
Progressing
Grade to be
Having a bad
time
Loud
—comedian
Ran easily
Bad
.Gar
TheAlous
Abbr
Positive word.
In Paris
Cosmetic
ingredient
Desk set Hems
Mixture
Suggests
Tester
Make pubnc
inter
Hammer part
Cut OH

Needed: Female roommete tor 2nd temeeter.
MOfmonlh In top lloor ol house. First months
rent la pekt Please cell J54-1179.

36 Brushing up
40 Water, in Spain
41 Chemical
ending
43 Bressy
44 CIA'S
predecessor
45 Printing ink
ingredient
46 Suppose
47 Ol birth
48 Lome of
literature
52 Fragrance
53 Simple
54 Villa d'
56 Cook's abbr.
57 Cubaorg

2/3 bdrm house tor rent inimaoalel,,
or 2nd sem Panel utHttet
352-8992- Keep Irving
Large 3 bedroom apt Living room, dinaig room,
kitchen, front end Deck porches Avail Now Cel
Nowtovo Msnegement. 352 5820
1 bdrm unfurn carpeted apt Very dean end
neat Aval 2nd semester Cel Newlove Mgrrrl
352-5620

t Roommate needed tor Spring Semester
Read Low, WIHtJee split 4 waye. Call Jeff or
Joe 352-2110
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One lemele needed lo tubfeeee 3 person 2
bdrm apt Only $110 per month plus electric.
Leave maassgs at 382-2303 or In OCMB Mil
Houaee A Apartments
dose to campus for 85-86
school yeer. 1-267-3341.
2 bedroom apartment aveaeble on 3rd Street
Cal 352 4380
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RENTING FOR 111548 YEAR
Two bdrm., fum. apt Heel, water end cable
Lv. hook-up paid by owner. «S60/peraon/4
people. Good localkvil Cal 352-7182. Aak tor
Rk*.

Sleeping rooms evil. Furn A unfurn Aval 2nd
temeeter Neil 1 dean Cel Newlove Mgrrn
352 5820

M

Advertising Deadline: Wed., Dec. 5, 4 p.m.

Need 1 t 2 lemele atudents lo M apts. 2nd
temeeter neer campus for kit or more information Cal 35217366

1 bedroom apartment to tubieeie Spring Semester $300/mo plus electric 720 2nd St
Cal 352-4300

1

Friday, December 7

Happy Holidays!

2 EFFICIENCY APTS TO SUBLET
FURNISHED FOR $225 MO UNFURNISHED
FOR S200.MO ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
SEPARATE LIVING ROOM AND BEDROOM
CALL 354-8018

MATURE FEMALE NEEDED FOR SP1NQ SEMESTER. OWN ROOM AND BATH $150/mo
CALL 354 1886

5 Kin: ADD'
S
lama

p

Two female roommates needed lo share lour
person apt for spring semester. Rent a
$118 75 per person Cal Terri 354 8928

Female roommete needed lor Spring Sem Cal
354-7595 lor more nformalion

s attire
shall

■ r

LUXURIOUS EFFICIENCY APT. FOR RENT
SPRING SEMESTER. JUST ONE BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS. 1190 INCLUDES AIL UTILITIES. SMALL. BUT PRIVATE. NEW FRIDGE.
BUT NO STOVE. CAN USE HOT PLATE. Oft
EAT ON CAMPUS. HALF FURNISHED. CORNER OF N. COLLEGE AND FRAZEE. A LOB
SHOT FROM TENNIS COURTS. CALL I-2B01
AND ASK FOR MIKE. IF I'M NOT THEM
LEAVE NAME AND NUMBER.

Need: Male roommete lo share apt wth grad
Student at 480 Lehman 364-7276

DOWN
t land66,e.g.
2 Whether

1

For sale. One year old FUN bike Good condieon- best offer Cal Jim at JeuBau 352 0081

FOR RENT

One lemele roommate needed far spring
eemester. Butt Apartments Close to campus
Carl 354-7722. Ask tor Beth or Keren.

42 Sorcery
44 Tchaikovsky's
"Eugen ——"
45 "
me some
lime"
49 44 Aeon e.g.
50 Star In Argo
51 CityonSeward
Peninsula
55 Spanish pine
tree
56 Dorothy's
terrier
57 Shows patience
56 Connecting
words
59 Golden Gale,
lor one
60 Corral sound
•1
majeele
62 Ernie or Gome*
63 Be ol one mind

j

1974 Dodge Dart, runs wel. deen interior
A steel at $300 Must tell I
Cal Rich at 364-1857

ONE OR TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. CALL 354-8539 FOR
INfOWaMTIOH

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
6
10
14
15
16

Dual 6 band EQ- $30.00: Mono 5 input ml.er
$30.00 1) Cardrod Mtc/Phone plug cord$12.00: 2) Omnrdirecl Mice/ Cap/ Phone plug
cord- $20 00 each- 1) 80-200 room F4 5
Lena- Pentax Mount- $70 00 Celled
3720406 or 354-1282

MlirJid: 1 male roommate, 2nd t High. All
■untiles and cable paid. Greet Roommatea;
greet location; 120.00lmo. 354-8854.

1 meJe rmte needed $125 peas elect.
Landlord pays heet Own room, unfurn
Aval now lor spring sem 300 Napoleon Rd
Apt A2 364-8256

COME VOICE YOUR OPINIONS a IDEAS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
MEETS EVERY TUESDAY AT 7.30 M 112
UFE SCIENCE
f YOU NEED US. USE US'

i

1979 OkJsmobae Delta 88
AM-FM. air conditioning, new tires
NO RUST. $3300 372-3120

WANTED: 2 F ROOMMATES FOR SPRING
SEM NICE APT . CLOSE TO CAMPUS IF
INTERESTED PHONE 354 8880

• • • uso • • •

1984 CHRISTMAS EDITION

734-

Wanted One nonsmoking lemate lo share arge
one bedroom furnished apartment Spring
Semester $162 50/mo includes gee heet.
water, trash pick up. cable TV Cal
Carolyn 354-8952 lor more Into

354-6181

This Christmas 20,000 students, faculty & staff will need more Bowling Green shopping
information than in past years due to the late Fall Semester academic schedule. Students will
need to do most of their shopping in Bowling Green.

Techniques SA-80 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
$100/ beat otter. Sanyo RD7 Cassette Deck
Metal A Dofcy $100/offer 372-3957

SNEA- Get Involved In your profession! Join
today- 410 Education Bldg.

WANTED F roomie In house across Irom
Rodger's Own bedroom $100 plus unities

The Great Gift Wrap-Up
Begins in the Pages of

FOR SALE

SPRING BREAK In Daytone Beech from 189.
South Padre from $78. mustang Island/ Port
Arkensee$119. Slsemboal Springs skiing Irom
$79 HURRY "Break From The Books' cal the
Suncheefl Tours lol free tor more irrlormatlon 1 ■
800-321-5911 or contact a Sunchaae Camput'Rap or your local Travel Agency TODAY"

Panning a party tor the hoadays?
Lei DiBenedetto'a cater it
or have it here
Cal tor retee
352-4663

NEED YOUR ATTITUDE ADJUSTED?
Our regular Tuesday regfrl prices
Wei drinks • 45CHECK OUT OUR 1EER PRICES!
Thai wi change your attitude
Mam Street

Little Ota end me Upeetters
Wednesday night
- MAM STREET

Local Boy Scout Camp needs Aquatics 0* .
Ecology Da\. Raid Sports D» . Handicraft Da
and general counselors lor Summer 1986 Cal
241-7293 lo make appointment tor December
S. 1984

LET'S PARTY
Send lust 14 95 for me
Unolflcal Cotege Guide to
Party Games' to:
Sages Pubecatlcris
PO Bon 571052
Houston. TX 77257-1052

Planning a party for
the hoedays?
Let DaMnedetto's cater It
or have it here
Cal lor rates 352 4665

DM yo» |oln SHEA today? 410 Educ. BMg.

DO YOURSELF a A FRIEND A FAVOR! LOSE
WEIGHT a EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THE
HOUOAYS ATTEND A 40 MINUTE HEALTH a
NUTRmON PRESENTATION DECEMBER 6
AND 13 AT 8:00 P M UNIVERSITY HALL RM
200 LOSE UP TO 29 LBS PER MONTH WITH
ALL NATURAL HEALTH PROGRAM. NO
FEES-NO OBLIGATION

Computer Seance majors- Major
Toledo Co seeks sophomores or luniors
w/ at leeat 3 2 GPA and Coed preferred
Pays $7mr Part time coop to atari
Spring harm Cal 372-2461 or stop by
Cooperative Education Program
22 Admin

T-SHRTS • • T-SHIRTS ■ ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS. 354-3098

PART THE
9-2 and 4-9
Extra caah NOW"
Enthusashc attitudee earning over $400 per
week plus daily caah bonuses
Apply 178 W Wooeter

Dorma S. Jenny W and the aocejl committee-MADNESS waa fantastlcl "Whee-ski' a lot- it's a
fact) Thar* you to el who have put the* time
and energy Into our fun el veer' We epprecate
it"
Love, the Gamma Phis
DO YOURSELF 4 A FRIEND A FAVOR! LOSE
WEIGHT a EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THE
HOUOAYS ATTEND A 40 MINUTE HEALTH
ANO NUTRITION PRESENTATION DECEMBER
6 ANO 13 AT 6 OOp m UNIVERSITY UNION.
CANAL OR FORT ROOM. THIRD FLOOR
LOSE UP TO 29 be PER MONTH WITH AJJ.
NATURAL HEALTH PROGRAM NO FEESNO OBLIGATION
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